The Millbank Atlas is an ongoing collaboration that doesn’t mind being surprised by its own work. Staff and student researchers come together with local residents and others to bring the Atlas into being. Together we trace and retrace the neighbourhood of Chelsea College of Arts, a constituent college of University of the Arts London (UAL), by creating diverse 2D and 3D maps that are open to unexpected developments, the likes of which are discussed below.

In the academic year of 2016 - 2017, students of BA (Hons) Interior and Spatial Design based in the studio affectionately dubbed ‘Chelsea Local’ used practice-based research to create and facilitate cartographic experiments. These featured in a week-long exhibition that was accompanied by a public events programme, both of which were hosted in the Cookhouse Gallery at Chelsea College of Arts (21 - 28 January 2017). We have chosen to disseminate these developments, the likes of which are discussed below. For us as tutors of Chelsea Local, these opportunities wrap with fostering in our students a complex understanding of local, regional, national and global relations. This hinges on the capacity to connect empathically with others, both in our immediate communities and, crucially, beyond.

Many work and study at UAL because of the cosmopolitan experience this education in art and design affords. When asked at the beginning each year why they choose to pursue their studies in Interior and Spatial Design through our particular studio, students often declare their interest in not only living and learning in London but weaving these two activities together. They readily grasp that the practice of engaging our students often declares their interest in not only living and learning in London but weaving these two activities together. They readily grasp that the practice of engaging in the civic university operates on a global scale, it realises that its location helps to form its identity and provides opportunities for it to grow and help others, including learning leads to social change. As part of Chelsea Local, these opportunities wrap with fostering in our students a complex understanding of local, regional, national and global relations. This hinges on the capacity to connect empathically with others, both in our immediate communities and, crucially, beyond.

The studio was in fact established primarily in response to the College’s move from its former location on Manresa Road in Chelsea (SW1) to its current one in Millbank. Today it calls Westminster home, with the campus positioned on the banks of the River Thames beside Tate Britain and between the Houses of Parliament, the meeting place of the House of Commons and the House of Lords; and MI6, the foreign intelligence agency of the British Government. Since 2005, the College has occupied the grounds and buildings of what were formerly the Royal Army Medical College.

This was constructed back in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries from bricks reclaimed from the Millbank Prison which stood on the site before. In important ways, the desire to embed the College in both this history and the complex context of Westminster as a specific borough of London has motored Chelsea Local, with the studio self-organising to take the lead in the College’s programme of community engagement.

As the studio’s core project, the Atlas understands Millbank as comprised of reciprocal relations between the College and surrounding businesses, residential blocks, civil society groups, transportation links and other amenities, infrastructure and further aspects of this built and natural environment. At stake in this place-based approach is a commitment to civic education in the service of civil society. Significantly, however, we do not perceive Chelsea Local as an end in itself but a springboard for community-engaged action the world over. Ideally, it will come to comprise a node in a network that links together diverse projects driven by a sense of civic responsibility that are initiated by practitioner-researchers, including alumni of our course, who share our commitment to social justice. As John Goddard makes the point in a report for NESTA, ‘While [the civic university] operates on a global scale, it realises that its location helps to form its identity and provides opportunities for it to grow and help others, including learning leads to social change. As part of Chelsea Local, these opportunities wrap with fostering in our students a complex understanding of local, regional, national and global relations. This hinges on the capacity to connect empathically with others, both in our immediate communities and, crucially, beyond.

Many work and study at UAL because of the cosmopolitan experience this education in art and design affords. When asked at the beginning each year why they choose to pursue their studies in Interior and Spatial Design through our particular studio, students often declare their interest in not only living and learning in London but weaving these two activities together. They readily grasp that the practice of engaging in the civic university operates on a global scale, it realises that its location helps to form its identity and provides opportunities for it to grow and help others, including learning leads to social change. As part of Chelsea Local, these opportunities wrap with fostering in our students a complex understanding of local, regional, national and global relations. This hinges on the capacity to connect empathically with others, both in our immediate communities and, crucially, beyond.

The particular approach to democratic professionalism that we aim to cultivate in Chelsea Local values practice-based research. We encourage our students to not only develop a research sensibility that supports their specific concerns by developing skills and techniques as foundational to their practice going forward. We also encourage them to adopt the identity of practice-based researchers by actively engaging in the ethics and aesthetics of their individual and shared knowledge production. This tracks with our own hyphenated identities as practitioner-researchers who are deeply invested in transformational pedagogies of art and design. Our approach also
proactively aligns research and teaching through curricula. While this is often perceived as ‘bringing’ research to BA and MA programmes, Chelsea Local instead insists on the studio itself as a viable context for practice-based research. Here ‘research’ with a lowercase r – as in finding things out – provides a stepping stone for ‘Research’ with an uppercase R – as in generating original contributions to knowledge. This results in a process that is tentative, messy and ‘live’. New knowledge develops through practice and is readily applied while working in the field before being written up, exhibited or otherwise disseminated as research outcomes for the benefit of a community of practice. Granted, this hybrid approach spanning research and Research may be risky, but it is also urgent. Tapping the matter of conscience at stake in this wager, Michael D Higgins’ reflections are worth quoting in full:

Universities are both apart from a part of society. They are apart in the sense that they provide a critically important space for grasping the world as it is and - importantly - for reimagining the world as it ought to be. The academic freedom to pursue truth and let the chips fall where they may isn’t a luxury - in fact it is a vital necessity in any society that has the capability for self-renewal. But universities are also part of our societies. What’s the point unless the accumulated knowledge, insight and vision are put at the service of the community? With the privilege to pursue knowledge comes the civic responsibility to engage and put that knowledge to work in the service of humanity (emphasis added).7

Chelsea Local responds to Higgins’ question by imagining itself, not so much as serving another community, but actively constituting the Millbank community. This provides a critical context for working with other locals of Millbank to address community concerns. In the spirit of live projects based on learning through social engagement, the knowledge generated in our studio cannot be anticipated in advance. It instead accretes and iterates in response to opportunity, chance, desire, capacity and, importantly, relationship building and the acquisition of new skills.

Drawing on the College’s long tradition of art education, this process begins with what the Artist Placement Group has termed ‘not knowing’ as an ‘epistemology of ignorance’.8 This state of mind can inoculate us against taking too much for granted too soon. We discourage students of Chelsea Local from googling or accessing other sources of information that are mediated by screens and encourage them instead to experience the neighbourhood directly by walking its streets and engaging with locals. This begins with participant observation inspired by artist Vito Acconci’s Following Piece (1969). This year, the studio’s first peri-patetic exercise was to inconspicuously track a fellow pedestrian for a few blocks, paying close attention to how they moved and where they focused their attention. Students were also encouraged to reflect on how this following enabled them to differently experience a context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the College’s environs through more specific details. In a small way, identifying with for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see the context that they may otherwise take for granted. For many, this simple shift in perception prompted them to see

We are fascinated by how it provides the foundation for more expert forms as we acquire skills and techniques for sensuous practice that key into the visual, audible, olfactory, tactile and other kinds of insight. Our interest in mapping as a way to ‘make the complex accessible, the hidden visible, the unmappable mappable’,9 to borrow Janet Abrams and Peter Hall’s neat phrase, was at the heart for our studio brief for the 2016 - 2017 academic year. Titled, ‘Drawing Together’, it started with various exercises like the following one discussed above to ‘draw out’ facts and figures alongside hidden stories and histories of the neighbourhood, understood as both a site and a community. With their projects established, students built on their personal experience of Millbank by ferreting through archives and surfing the internet, interviewing and surveying locals, generating reflective analysis and 2D and 3D cartographic experiments, presenting these in one-to-one and group critiques. In the process, they learned how to learn about the way we live, work and conduct our operations through community architectures that fan out across the built environment and interpersonal networks. While highly contingent on the one hand, the methods used to bring this knowledge into being are often transferable, making this foundational to practice-based research.

While there is no question that design through community engagement is a broad and diverse field, it is useful to remember that for many students of Chelsea Local, the maps they produced for the Atlas were their first foray into this complex way of working. While the documentation and annotations that feature in this boxed catalogue provide useful summaries of their respective projects, what this coupling elides is all the messy learning that took place in the field. This unfolded as the students collaborated with people living and working around the college, thanks to invaluable introductions and support from community activist Wilfried Rimsenberger. The Atlas unfolded through walks, meetings, appointments, phone calls, emails and numerous other exchanges that propelled the body of research that is distilled here. The richness of this interpersonal exchange - so integral to diverse and resilient communities - outstrips what we can account for in these brief curatorial remarks. Suffice to say that moving forward, alumni of this studio, residents and other co-researchers on the Atlas as well as Chelsea College (as both a pillar in the local community and an institution of higher learning) are all enmeshed in an ongoing collaboration. It takes as its mandate reorienting traditional norms of design education towards more participatory epistemology, collaborative practice-based research, local impact, a mixed culture of expert, lay and other kinds10 and a combination of ad hoc and long-term strategising. In this way, and in keeping with UAL’s commitment, Chelsea Local aims to uphold the values of social justice and environmental stewardship through the studio’s teaching and research as it critically engages in the ways we live, work and conduct our operations.

When framed as a method for understanding our place in the world and how we reproduce this through our activity, the Atlas outstrips its significance as a locally-engaged project. Overarching Chelsea Local is a sense of lived experience as distributed across myriad transactions, and that better understanding the interdependence of this exchange can result in a richer experience of everyday life. In the spirit of the civic university, conscientiously co-producing with the stakeholders involved can lead to more equitable and exciting futures.
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To order copies of the Atlas, please email ChelseaLocal.CC@ucc.ie
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The situation has improved in the last three years thanks in good part to Senior Lecturer Shibboleth Shechter introducing her studio, Chelsea Local, (BA [Hons] Interior and Spatial Design at Chelsea College of Arts) to MCW and Millbank residents beyond. Shibboleth opened up students’ coursework by creating linkages between their activities and positions and those of the local community. MCW became the facilitator - the students’ port of call - for various kinds of community involvement.

Relations have been particularly strengthened by MCW taking up residence in the College, thanks to the provision of free office space to serve as a base for MCW’s activities. Significant too, at the early stages of our relations, was #TransActing: A Market of Values, which took place on the Rootstein Hopkins Parade Ground, Chelsea College, in July of 2015, and was coordinated by Dr Marsha Bradfield and other members of Critical Practice Research Cluster, which is also based at Chelsea College. This non-exploitative market hosted more than sixty stalls, each one featuring practices to explore value beyond the financial: trust, loyalty, care, etc. MCW participated with a stall promoting ‘shares of community values’, which proved popular with Millbank local because it created a platform in a College event for sharing their commitments and concerns. Shibboleth and her students were also involved in the Market, and it was this collaboration, in part, that led to Marsha joining Chelsea Local in 2016. Now she, Shibboleth and I are all working to incubate a local, community-based ecosystem of creative and innovative practices. This is slowly forming a community of practice that straddles the College and the communities beyond it.

The first such collaboration, Millbank Stories, ran between 2015-16. A project that used the method of storytelling to bring together design objects to tell stories, with creative events and parades to bring them to life. This enabled a space of exhibition to make visible the existing communities of Millbank and open up opportunities for new encounters between residents to take place. Building on the success of Millbank Stories, The Millbank Atlas has now taken this process to the next level. Students and locals are working together to explore the College’s environs as places to live and work, with the Atlas developing links between the College and residents and local communities.
associations. These include libraries and events, especially the neighbourhood celebration SouthWestFest. Connections have also been made with The Passage, which runs London’s largest voluntary sector resource centre for homeless and vulnerable people; and Cardinal Hume Centre, which works with homeless young people, badly housed families and others to gain the skills they need to overcome poverty and homelessness. In a further example of bolstering local community spirit there is the Wilkie Moat Community Garden, which has transformed a space that was previously notorious for anti-social-behaviour. Building relationships with associations like these is essential to supporting student projects that aim to enrich and promote new and existing community services.

The students are responsible for leading this process and, in so doing, many develop confidence as they strengthen their design practices. Local associations and residents benefit through joining students to work on projects and participate in exhibitions. For many residents this is the first time they have crossed the threshold and visited the College. These invitations through the Millbank Atlas and other projects also make them feel more at ease and hence interested in attending other public events at the College. One resident has even become a member of the University of the Arts London’s Sustainability Working Group, which is now initiating the first sustainability collaboration between the University and Westminster City Council. A number of other collaborations, such as PimpUrBike, are also in development.

Mapping the neighbourhoods of SW1, exploring the experience of living in Millbank and the community and social values created by its people and associations lead to The Millbank Atlas as an exhibition. In conjunction with public events throughout January 2016, the show at the Cookhouse Gallery, Chelsea College of Arts, was fantastically well received. This mapping of local neighbourhoods also encouraged organisations such as OneWestminster, the South-Westminster Network and others to look into and organise their own cartographic exercises. In turn creating further community and heritage-related projects. The Atlas exhibition’s public events featured a daylong mapping and social enterprise workshop lead by JustMap, an ongoing collaborative map of London community resources, campaigns and projects; and SE Junction, a collaboration hub for social entrepreneurs, to swap stories and hatch plans in a convivial atmosphere. Several residents and students have subsequently begun to develop their projects for the Atlas exhibition into entrepreneurial ventures that are already demonstrating additional long-term benefits for the community. For example, with the support of locals, student Sara Abbas mapped the area’s not-for-profit activities and produced her report in the form of a newspaper template for the Atlas exhibition. The newspaper template was further piloted as a local project and the plan going forward is to publish quarterly the newly minted MPV Times. As Sara has now graduated, others are set to become involved, with the newspaper being produced by locals for locals. In another spin-off Wing Tong is developing a design start-up, using his interactive sound map for the Atlas as a starting point. Students are also joining locals in creative upcycling workshops held by MCW at Tate Britain. And, for the first time, Chelsea College will have a presence at the annual neighbourhood extravaganza, SouthWestFest, where The Millbank Atlas will be presented to thousands of festival goers. Interestingly, local resident and artist Sophie O’Leary was ‘discovered’ as a result of being in residence during the Atlas exhibition. A promoter of Flux Art, who visited the exhibition, has invited Sophie to participate in the next Flux show, providing a real stepping stone in her career.

So the future looks bright for the collaboration between Chelsea College and MCW. Thanks to our work together, I have recently been invited to apply for the SpacehiveLondon crowd-funding project supported by the Mayor of London. If successful, our funding bid will be used to establish MCW as a fully-functioning, self-sustaining community interest company, supporting students and College staff, as well as Millbank’s residents and business owners, by providing funding and organisational support for their community projects. Our vision will always be driven by creativity and sustainability as fundamental tools for community building and renewal.
I asked those living and passing through Millbank, ‘Tell me, what in your opinion, is the colour of this area?’ The standing figures on the map present emotional data, which was collected by asking people to stick coloured dots on a 1:1 figure. Different colours expressed different emotions: yellow was for happiness; pink for love; blue for sadness; green for anxiety; red for anger and white for neutrality. I found it fascinating to observe that the same place solicited such diverse emotions. I was intrigued that the same person felt variously on alternative visits to the same place. The instability of our emotional states makes this type of mapping exceptionally dynamic.
My map visualises Millbank’s transportation networks and how they mesh together. While maps of particular systems (bus, ferry, rail, etc.) are readily available, I was interested in where they overlap, how they supplement each other and which systems are the most accessible. My maps show not only that Millbank has good transportation links but also what kinds of transport people use to move in and out of this area. This information is particularly helpful to tourists who, unlike local residents, are unfamiliar with neighbourhood traffic flows and how they network Millbank’s businesses, schools and other amenities. As an international student and new resident of London, I found the process of making these maps interesting and relevant because it enriched my lived experience of Chelsea and its environs.
There are so many insignificant places in our urban landscape, with some of them taking the form of neglected spaces. Many are underutilised and provide exciting opportunities for diverse kinds of occupation. My map celebrated these spaces but fell short of speculating about their potential use.

Si Teng Cinthia Huang
Acrylic paint, printed matter, Perspex
I was interested in promoting recycling and upcycling in Millbank, highlighting where to dispose of different materials. My map takes the form of a website that is accessible in one of two ways. You can scan the QR codes that feature on the vacuum-formed plastic that encloses samples of stuff that can be recycled: glass and plastic bottles, cardboard cartons, small electrical appliances. Or you can visit shijiezhangnoel.wixsite.com/millbankandpimlico. Here you will find information about recycling depots and facilities as well as places to up-cycle: charity shops, car-boot sales and Freecycling.
My maps show crimes that have taken place in the Pimlico part of Millbank. They are comprised of an abbreviated crime typology: adult crime in winter at night-time; adult crime in summer at night-time; teen crime in summer in the daytime. The choice of materials was carefully considered. After several experiments, I settled on scoring cork to emphasise the roughness of the topic being researched. Inverted pins are used symbolically to pinpoint crimes in a tactile and painful way. The colour coding aimed to represent the type of assault: red represented violent crime; white indicated public order crimes (this refers to crimes where there is no victim per se as in the case of personal drug use); rape was transparent because most cases are never reported and hence go ‘unseen’; green was for theft, which is often motivated by money; black represented antisocial behaviour (e.g. racial discrimination); and finally, yellow was for vehicle crime, evoking the glow of car lights.
WHERE TO EAT?

I created a series of three maps. The first traces all the known eateries in Millbank, categorising them into type: restaurants, coffee shops, bars and chain cafes. Noting that many were Italian, I created a second map dedicated to this cuisine. The third map involved asking local residents about their experience of dining in the area. Having enquired which restaurants they liked and why, I created a map that supplemented this feedback with comments published online. This information helps determine and locate popular places to eat.
My maps explore how climate change in Millbank is impacting on the lives of people who live in the area. One map considered temperature; the other, flooding. With the Thames in spitting distance of Chelsea College of Arts, it seems imperative to consider the consequences of its overflow.

I was fascinated by the impact that human behaviour has on the natural environment. While carbon dioxide emissions are an obvious place to look for this, we should also consider things like the wastage and disposal of food. Tackling an activity like this is especially important because climate change is difficult to measure yet it is crucial to do so before it is too late.

Jiayi Jackie Mu
Card, computer printout, digital scan of original watercolour illustrations, tracing paper
Mapping Nature is a game that challenges people to find plants in Millbank that are edible or can be used for medicine. Players are instructed to visit three local gardens (Bessborough, St George’s and St John’s), using instructions found in envelopes. These also contain cards with hand-drawn sketches of each plant species, a description of their nutritional and medicinal significance and recipes or other information about how the plants can be used. In this way, 'Mapping Nature' highlights the practical use of local flora, which is often overlooked.

Ka Ying Joey Shu
Card, coloured pencils, line drawing produced through a digital scan, tracing paper, watercolour
My map is about how space is used and categorised in Millbank. The area’s dynamic combination of commercial and residential activity helps explain its particular diversity. This energy is something I tried to capture through adding cartoon-like features onto the map.
TREASURING
THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

It is astounding that staff and students at Chelsea College of Arts are not better informed about the creative industries in the local area. My map seeks to rectify this in a playful way. It used the genre of a pirate’s treasure map to liken these businesses to a valuable trove that surrounds the College. The creative industries deliver a rich array of products and services that make our lives richer: the thrift and thrill of charity shops, the pleasure of beauty salons, the import function of publishers and other printing. I used colour coded buttons to represent categories within the creative industries. To acknowledge this as a growing sector, I also attached a button bag, so that additional tokens can be sewn on the map as new businesses are established.

Pui Kwan Tracy Mok
Buttons, cloth, Tate badge, fabric marker
I was inspired by the textures of Millbank, especially the brick facades. I wanted users of my maps to feel the history of this place through their fingertips. Many of the buildings in the area were built from bricks that were recycled when the Millbank Prison was demolished after it closed in 1890. One of my maps is made from plaster (Part 1). It casts textures of buildings that were constructed from the prison’s original footprint. A canvas map below indicates the names of the buildings. The other map uses the language of geological sampling (Part 2, featured on the back). It features materials collected from selected points where the Millbank Prison once stood. I cast the materials in glass wax to make them visible as units. By separating them out and suspending them in clear material (glass wax), I aimed to highlight things that we often take for granted.
One of the places that I encountered while mapping public space in Millbank was St George’s Square Garden. Built in 1843, this narrow strip in Pimlico is London’s only residential square that is open to the River Thames. Despite this unusual access, the Square has official opening hours, making it seem more public at certain times of the day than others. This shifting status inspired me to refine my thinking about public space; it is the context of daily life, where we communicate, learn, play, and so on, together. Public space is both inside and outside and includes places like gardens, schools, transportation hubs and people with different cultures and backgrounds share this space. To map this, I used computer-aided drafting and the computer programme 3D Max. This digital technology is useful for making visible a typology of spaces.
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The Millbank Voluntary Sector Newspaper was designed to inform local residents about the range of voluntary organisations and other initiatives in their area. A resource for those in need, the newspaper also aims to support volunteers working locally. A concise description of each organisation will familiarise them with the service landscape. With this knowledge, volunteers will be better able to connect users with a broader range of resources. For instance, a volunteer at a soup kitchen may use the newspaper to determine where a client might find appropriate medical treatment for their child.
My map celebrates smell and how it helps us make sense of daily life. I walked around Pimlico, using my nose to observe the local smellscape. At first, the most dominant scents were perfume and cologne. But through cultivating my appreciation, I came to recognise a greater variety of scents: of construction, food, nature and rubbish. The challenging thing about mapping smells is that they can be fleeting and blend into one another. Hence the map required a visual language that could convey this instability. After several experiments, I settled on watercolour in light of its muted hues and fluidity. I combined this mark making with samples of things regularly smelt in Millbank and annotated these with handwritten text to suggest the impressionistic nature of my subjective map, which was based on qualitative data.
The point of departure for my research on displaced people in Millbank was the question, 'How does life treat them?' I considered their experience of living on the streets by creating something they are in need of, something practical for everyday use. I screen printed and embroidered a map of local resources (medical care facilities, public toilets, shelters, soup kitchens, etc.) on microfiber towels. These absorb a terrific amount of water and dry quickly, making them easy to use and light to pack. In this way, my maps serve the double function of helping their users to locate themselves in Millbank and to make them more comfortable.
My sound map features the familiar noises of Millbank, a selection based on a personal experience of moving through this part of London over two days in the autumn of 2016. I recorded and organised my findings into five categories: the sounds of nature, leisure, people, warning and machinery. The map is an interactive circuit board. Touching the screw tops activates the sounds, using one sense to access another. This engagement invites interactants to anticipate the kinds of sounds associated with the screws based on their location on the map.
Something surprising about Millbank is how quiet it is outside of working hours and at the weekend. This quality helps to explain why, despite its many residential blocks, this area of London is often regarded as a place to study and work. I wanted to challenge this perception by presenting Millbank as an intriguing destination to be discovered and explored. I projected footage of Millbank at night to suggest how it might be differently encountered as something closer to a dream.

Wing Yin Ally Chung
Engraved plywood, projected footage
This map shows what we can learn from comparing and contrasting different people’s stories. Through asking Chelsea students and others who live and work in the local area about their day-to-day life, I came to appreciate how the College is a place these individuals hold in common as important. For example, I interviewed a woman who graduated from Chelsea College of Arts and today works at Tate Britain, which is next door; I will also be a Chelsea alumna soon. We did not know each other before this interview, but through sharing our experience, Chelsea became a point of connection, creating a special relationship based on place. Location is a vital thread that connects people through the stories that I collected. My map investigates this in greater detail as a book of drawings. Each one shows a different vignette, but when these are layered, they give the impression of alternative activities being spatially and temporally coextensive.
I mapped the green spaces in Millbank and in doing so, came to appreciate just how few of them exist. I then researched how people use these limited resources, focusing on the Sensory Garden as an exemplar. Part of the Lillington Gardens Estate, the Sensory Garden was established in the service of London’s high-density public housing programme in the postwar period. It is easy to see why these gardens have received critical acclaim, winning several architectural awards, with initiatives such as raised beds to cater to elderly and disabled gardeners with limited mobility. The Sensory Garden host diverse species of fauna, encouraging us to appreciate the bounty of nature all year round. Other ways that people use this green space include playing games and having picnics.

Yuqi Jiang
Architectural models, ink foam board, signs made from printed plastic
My maps are about finding hidden spaces around Milbank, especially nooks and crannies that are good for hiding. One map indicated these with black lines. I used this visual language to suggest experiences of hiding that may be tense or confining - when, for instance, we are evading danger. The other map was more fun. The colours suggested a more playful approach, evoking children's games like hide and seek.

Xingnan Mona Zhao
Ink, paper, tracing paper, watercolour